
AUTOMOTIVE OPERATIONS CENTER (AOC)

USE CASES KEY ENABLERS ABOUT HARMAN

The Automotive Operations Center (AOC) is the central nervous system of the immersive 
environment controlling the connected experience. It showcases the intelligence powering the driving 
and ownership experience, and it’s an area where HARMAN technology comes alive. In the AOC, 
OEMs and supply chain partners can discover how they have complete control over the customer 
experience and how they can create customers for life.
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USE CASES

Key industry challenge
Today, consumers insist on faster services, delivered anytime and 
anywhere at a reasonable price. And in the present service economy, 
every touch point and every transaction is critical – whether it involves 
a purchase decision, device usage and engagement, or upgrades.

UBIQUITOUS INTELLIGENCE

Key benefits
 The driver and passenger can access products and

services they subscribe to from anywhere
 Personalized user Information can be made available

to more ecosystems (upon authentication)

Key features
HARMAN Ignite seamlessly collects and integrates all aspects of the 
driver’s connected experience in and outside of the car. Ignite 
organizes information from sources such as connected devices, 
connected car, rental car, work place etc. into user graphs, that are a 
type of Knowledge graphs.  The platform collects all data generated by 
the user and processes it in real time. HARMAN Ignite Analytical 
Services leverage data collected from the vehicle, user graph, or 
established data stores to create or update existing user graphs.

NEXT TOPIC
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Key benefits
 Platform to allow OEMs to showcase 

custom apps and services for the purchased 
car creating their own digital ecosystem

 Offers a seamless and context sensitive 
infotainment experience

 Delivers a much better navigation and POI 
search experience

HARMAN IGNITE 3.0
Key industry challenge
Today, drivers have come to expect the same level of connectivity and 
seamless experience that we enjoy in every other aspect of our lives.  With 
HARMAN Ignite 3.0, OEMs can create an in-car digital ecosystem experience 
that rivals – and in some cases beats – the personalization of a smartphone 
or other consumer devices, and most importantly can evolve over time. 

Key features
HARMAN Ignite Marketplace – An ecosystem for user downloadable 
apps, cloud-enabled services and Virtual Personal Assistants (VPAs.) 
IRA, HARMAN Ignite 3.0 Virtual Assistant – A new vehicle personal 
assistant that interacts with numerous virtual assistants, bots, handles a wide 
variety of inputs along with the vehicle centric information, processes data 
(onboard and off-board) in real-time and gets the job done. 
Connected Navigation/POI – Delivers a superior in-vehicle navigation 
that closely mirrors those consumers are accustomed to on mobile. 

NEXT TOPIC
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MAXIMIZING VEHICLE QUALITY 
Key industry challenge
Initial vehicle quality is paramount to any automaker. Understanding “What” 
went wrong, in context with the “When, Where and Why” will accelerate 
problem resolution, and lead to the design of smarter cars.

Key features
HARMAN formed an alliance with J.D. Power to improve the vehicle quality 
with the help of J.D. Power Voice of the VehicleSM (VoV) solution. VoV 
leverages J.D. Power survey that captures owner feedback when a quality 
issue arises along with performance data collected from the vehicle via 
HARMAN‘s OBD-II Telematics device or an embedded head unit client. 
Using VoV, an OEM can receive both the survey feedback and the 
supporting vehicle data simultaneously for an in-depth analysis of a potential 
quality issue.  This facilitates precision diagnostics as well as expedited 
updates via HARMAN Remote Vehicle Updating Service (OTA). 

Key benefits
 Increased quality focus by connecting

customer feedback to actual vehicle
performance data

 Promote preventive maintenance, thereby
increasing loyalty and reducing cost of
warranty

 Decreased time to address issues and deploy
software changes

NEXT TOPIC
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SOFTWARE SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION
Key industry challenge
Performing risks assessments at vehicle software component level is 
challenging for numerous reasons:   the amount of code involved is 
staggering, access to the code may be restricted and the overall process 
depends on all the players in the automaker’s complex supply-chain. 

Key features
HARMAN’s industry leading Remote Vehicle Updating Service (OTA) 
includes a new cybersecurity add-on developed in collaboration with 
technology partner Cybellum. The new cybersecurity add-on allows 
the automated triggering of scanning of binaries for cybersecurity 
vulnerabilities, provides a cybersecurity “risk score” to binaries under 
HARMAN’s OTA solution management and supports campaign 
initiation decisions. 

Key benefits
• Automated scanning of binaries before update

campaigns are activated
• An up-to-date security score to help automakers

identify risk level in deploying software
components

• Continuous monitoring of deployed binaries,
identification and alerting of zero-day
vulnerabilities

NEXT TOPIC
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Key benefits
 Off-board analysis of video footage

captured by ADAS systems in case of
classification failures

 Detection of adversarial traffic signs
and malicious manipulations attempts
using deep learning techniques

IMPROVING SENSOR ROBUSTNESS 
Key industry challenge
Autonomous cars need to be able to communicate with each other, with the cloud 
and with the infrastructure around them, while observing and analyzing the 
surroundings just like humans do.  Sensors and computer vision systems should not 
miss even simple things such as a covered traffic sign. They should be protected 
against any manipulation leading to misclassification of objects, causing undesired 
impact on vehicles’ behavior. 

Key features
HARMAN built an end-to-end system for making the ADAS vision systems to 
correctly classify the objects on the road by harnessing the power of deep learning 
and analytics. Protection against malicious manipulations is provided by a well-
trained on-board neural network. All misclassifications, whether natural or synthetic, 
are reported to the HARMAN SHIELD Cybersecurity Analytics Center. 
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KEY ENABLERS

NEXT TOPIC

HARMAN Ignite facilitates an Automotive Digital Ecosystem for OEMs to offer an 
Immersive Connected Experience to its end consumers. With Ignite, drivers and 
passengers will now be able to enjoy several smart features they’ve come to love 
and rely on in all other areas of their life – such as a vehicle-centric marketplace, an 
automotive based virtual assistant, enhanced navigation with POI search and 
intelligent personalization - directly in their vehicles.

HARMAN Ignite digital ecosystem equips OEMs, dealers, suppliers and service 
providers with a seamless, secure and cost-effective way to introduce and regularly 
update these features for customers. 

The HARMAN Ignite platform is both scalable and modular enabling OEMs to 
initially purchase a solution -- and through their partnership with HARMAN – build 
on that core base by deploying additional services and capacity as needed. 

HARMAN IGNITE CLOUD PLATFORM
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KEY ENABLERS

REMOTE VEHICLE UPDATING SERVICE (OTA)
HARMAN Remote Vehicle Updating Service is the only Over-the-Air (OTA) service that enables efficient full-vehicle software 
management. First, the HARMAN OTA solution reduces the need for recalls by remotely addressing system malfunctions and 
security threats. In addition, OEMs can use the OTA solution to decrease time-to-market by updating software while the vehicle is 
still on the production line. It also allows consumers to access new features and functions post-sale, maintaining a direct connection 
between the OEM and the owner, increasing OEM brand awareness and customer loyalty.

This solution enables OTA updates and management of the entire vehicle, from head unit to the smallest ECUs, and even includes 
those units with low processing and memory resources. It was specifically built to prevent failures by eliminating any potential risks, 
such as network problems, cyber security attacks and file tampering, providing OEMs with a secure and efficient way to mitigate 
risk.  

HARMAN’s solution leverages its unique Smart Delta technology which reduces the file update package up to 99 percent. This 
contributes greatly to network efficiency and cost, as well as minimizing the time it takes for the update to be completely executed. 
Seventeen OEMs have chosen HARMAN’s OTA solution enabling 25 million vehicles, making it the only commercially deployed 
OTA option on the market. 

NEXT TOPIC



KEY ENABLERS

HARMAN SHIELD (CYBER SECURITY)
HARMAN SHIELD is the most comprehensive Intrusion Detection 
and Prevention Solution (IDPS) to detect, manage, mitigate and 
respond to cyber-attacks on connected and autonomous vehicles, 
keeping vehicles safe and protected. HARMAN SHIELD provides a 
modular scalable architecture and its key components include:

• In-Vehicle Agents – embedded in and protecting key entry-points
to critical assets, including TCUs, Head units, and central gateways.

• HARMAN SHIELD Smart Client – a centralized client-side
orchestrator to provide smart aggregation of data and standard
reporting to the backend.

• Cybersecurity Analytics Center – a full dashboard and analytics solution providing 24/7 visibility of broad vehicular security-
related events from HARMAN SHIELD Agents, integrated on-top of HARMAN Ignite Platform.

• API for 3rd party integrations – Import HARMAN SHIELD data into Security Operation Center (SoC), Security Incident
and Event Management (SIEM) solutions.

NEXT TOPIC



KEY ENABLERS

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) HUB
AI-enabled driver vehicle features and mobility services can generate huge industry-wide value in the long term, 
enable OEMs to outperform competitors and gain substantial market share. HARMAN’s Artificial Intelligence hub 
helps OEMs in taking the following strategic actions to fully capture the AI-enabled opportunities in the short as well 
as the long term.

• Collect and synchronize data from different sources
• Set up a partner ecosystem
• Establish an operating system that supports quick roll out of AI applications
• Build core AI capabilities and an efficient AI team

HARMAN helps OEMs in their AI transformation journey by implementing pilots to gain knowledge and capture 
short-term value. After analyzing the reactions to the pilots, OEMs can then establish the AI core including a 
standardized data ecosystem, partner ecosystem, and core AI team. This will help the OEMs to develop an integrated 
view on AI across the organization, scale up and roll out an end-to-end AI transformation.
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KEY ENABLERS

VOICE OF VEHICLE (J.D. POWER PARTNERSHIP)
Initial vehicle quality is paramount to any OEM.  However, as vehicles continue to exponentially grow in complexity, 
traditional surveys become more difficult for owners to discern the exact issue.  HARMAN partnered with 
J.D. Power to create the Voice of the Vehicle (VoV) solution.  VoV leverages J.D. Power‘s mobile application that
captures owner feedback when a quality issue arises along with data collected from the vehicle at the same
moment via HARMAN‘s OBD-II Telematics device or embedded head unit client.

Using VoV, an OEM can receive both the survey feedback and the supporting vehicle data simultaneously for an in-
depth analysis of a potential quality issue.  Reviewing customer feedback with the actual vehicle data at the time of 
the survey event facilitates precision diagnostics as well as expedited updates thereby avoiding expensive quality 
delays. 

NEXT TOPIC
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ADVANCE MARKET PRODUCTS
Statista reports that Connected Car penetration, currently at 8.2%, is expected to reach 23.2% by 2023. Therefore, a huge 
opportunity exists now and, in the future, to provide aftermarket devices to vehicles that do not have connectivity capabilities. 

In order to enjoy the connected car benefits and access the latest cool features in a car, one need not have to wait until it’s time to 
get a new vehicle. HARMAN developed products that can act as add-ons after the original sale of the vehicle offering comfort, 
convenience, performance, safety, and customization to the drivers and vehicle owners powered by ubiquitous connectivity. The
top advanced market products from HARMAN are as follows:

• Next generation head unit enabling built-in connectivity
• SmartAuto OBD-II telematics unit (dongle)
• High Definition, high speed recording Dash Cam
• Qi compliant Wireless charging unit

NEXT TOPIC



ABOUT HARMAN

As a pioneer in the connected car space, HARMAN continues to drive the future of in-vehicle experiences. From built-in 
infotainment and communication solutions to a range of connected safety offerings, HARMAN’s end-to-end solutions provide 
advanced connectivity to usher in a new era of driving. “Integration is our secret weapon.” The pace of innovation facilitating and 
enhancing the connected lifestyle is accelerating. The key to success lies in how these products and technologies are integrated. The 
HARMAN-Samsung partnership is unlocking vast potential for the creation of ecosystems of unique, smart, enhanced and rich in-
vehicle experiences. This is where the very particular skills set of the HARMAN-Samsung partnership comes in. HARMAN’s vast 
automotive and audio experience and innovations fuse with Samsung’s world-leading expertise in connectivity and hardware to 
create a true powerhouse of integration that opens up thrilling new possibilities for the in-vehicle user experience and future 
mobility models.

WHO WE ARE

We are HARMAN. One company with many experts and professionals 

striving for one goal: DESIGNING CONNECTED EXPERIENCES
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